Abstract. In view of the problem of the subjectivity and some factors are hard to quantify in the process of selecting the agent for government investment projects. Draw on relevant research results,analysis of the factors affecting the comprehensive ability of the a gent and establish a comprehensive ability evaluation system of the agent,. AHP-fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is used to quantify and analyze the influencing factors. The results show that: the AHP-fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is suitable for the s election of the agent, which can greatly improve the efficiency and the scientific nature of the comprehensive ability of the construction unit.
Introduction
Agent construction system refers to the system of the agent through the tender form of selection approved, bear the project's financial management, organization、construction work and transfer to the use of units after the project completed [1] .Yao Yao [2] ,Peng Lv [3] ,Chi Qian [4] based on the theory of game theory, the paper analyzes and studies the government regulation,contract optimization and moral hazard. Although there are many researches on the agent construction system, the research on how to choose the agent is less. AHP-fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is a combination of AHP and fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method [5] , which has been widely used in various fields.
In this paper, a comprehensive evaluation system is established, and the AHP-fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method is adopted to quantify and analyze the influencing factors, so as to select the most suitable for the construction of the unit.
Determination of index weight
(1) Establish hierarchical structure. To determine the impact factors of the evaluation object and to construct the evaluation index system. (2) Structure judgment matrix. Experts using 1-9 ratio scale method to obtain the importance of C and G layer factors and get table 1 C-G judgment matrix. Table 1 
Solve the relative weight of the index.
C k =G i /G j ,which shows that the relative importance of G i and G j is the relative importance of the overall evaluation of C k . The judgment matrix is characterized by a diagonal value of 1, which means that each factor is equal to its importance. b. According to table 2 find out the corresponding average random consistency ratio RI. In general, for the n  3 of the judgment matrix, when CR  0.1, we believe that the consistency of the judgment matrix can be accepted.On the contrary, it is indicated that the degree of deviation is too large, and it is necessary to revise the judgment matrix until CR  0.1, which can be found to satisfy the consistency test. Which r ij indicates that the i has a F vj of F i (0 < r ij < 1). The membership degree matrix in which each row is, according to the results of the evaluation of single evaluation factors, so the whole matrix including the press comments set F V of evaluation object factor set F of all evaluation information.
Case Application
(1) Structure Judgment Matrix.The multiple comparison between the target layer and the standard layer factor by the experts , establish AHP's judgment matrix distribution weight. Table 4 The judgement matrix and weight of the Construction organization plan
Weight(ω1) The organizational form and the allocation of responsibilities L 8 （37%） The project management system L 9 （15%）
The market reputation 
